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WHAT’S INCLUDED?
TEN 2nd & 3rd Grade and 

PDF fiction passages & TW0 
assessments! 

Created 
with 

GOOGLE
SLIDES

◉ Aligned with 2nd & 3rd Grade Lexile Levels
◉ Includes an Understanding Text & Illustrations Anchor Chart/Journal Page
◉ Students can highlight the text for easy comprehension



FICTION PASSAGES
Color-coded highlighting 

supports student 
comprehension. In 

Google Slides, students 
can highlight as they 

read!

After reading, 
students 
type their 
answers in 

the text boxes 
using text 
evidence.

Students type their answers right in the text box.



ASSESSMENTS

This resource also includes TWO tests 
for student assessment.

Color coded 
highlighting can also 

be done on the 
assessments!

Students type their answers right in the text box.
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Anchor chart 
to help you 
teach and 
for students 
to reference 

10 2nd & 3rd grade leveled 
passages that increase in 
difficulty 
• Engaging illustrations

Multiple choice and short 
response questions
• Requires students to find text 

evidence. 
• Variety of standards
• With and without Common Core 

Standards

Assessment
• Two stories
• Same format as practice worksheets



The Lexile Framework® for Reading measures are scientific, quantitative text levels. When the 
Lexile of a text is measured, specific, measurable attributes of the text are considered, 
including, but not limited to, word frequency, sentence length, and text cohesion. These are 
difficult attributes for humans to evaluate, so a computer measures them. 

Common Core State Standards uses Lexile level bands as one measure of text complexity. 
Text complexity ranges ensure students are college and career ready by the end of 12th

grade. Lexile measures help educators scaffold and differentiate instruction as well as monitor 
reading growth. 

Keep in mind when using any leveled text that many students will need scaffolding and 
support to reach text at the high end of their grade band. According to Appendix A of the 
Common Core Standards, “It is important to recognize that scaffolding often is entirely 
appropriate. The expectation that scaffolding will occur with particularly challenging texts is 
built into the Standards’ grade-by-grade text complexity expectations, for example. The 
general movement, however, should be toward decreasing scaffolding and increasing 
independence both within and across the text complexity bands defined in the Standards.”

Grade Band Lexile® Bands Aligned to 
Common Core Expectations

K-1 N/A

2-3 420L-820L

4-5 740L-1010L

6-8 1185L-1385L

ABOUT LEXILE LEVELS
MagiCore Learning, LLC is a certified Lexile® Partner. These texts are 
officially measured and approved by Lexile and MetaMetrics® to ensure 
appropriate rigor and differentiation for students. 
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Steve is our class pet. We all help take care of Steve. We feed him every day, clean 
his cage, and take him out for exercise. 

It was like any other ordinary day in second grade. It was my turn to clean Steve’s 
cage. I approached the cage to take Steve out. Suddenly, my heart skipped a beat. Steve 
was missing! He was not in his cage! The lid wasn’t snapped on securely. I realized that Steve 
must have climbed out of his cage. 

Steve was in danger! He could easily get hurt by all of the children that run around. 
There were plenty of places Steve could hide. 

The Case of the Missing 
Class Pet

530L
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Text & Illustrations    Name: ____________________________________ Date: _______________________

I immediately let my teacher Mrs. Young know that Steve was missing. Mrs. Young 
called the class to help look. 

We looked everywhere for Steve. I checked under the desk, but there was no Steve. I 
looked in the coat closet, but I only saw jackets and bags. Everyone was searching every 
nook and cranny in the classroom for Steve. 



I went out in the hallway to check for Steve. I saw my friend Abby crying on the 
floor. 

“What happened Abby?” I questioned.
“I saw a turtle and tried to grab it. I fell down and hurt my leg,” Abby wailed. 
I helped Abby stand up and comforted her. 

©Julie Bochese

“Abby, did you see where the turtle went?”  I 
questioned. “That was probably Steve, our class pet. He 
escaped from his cage.

Abby pointed toward the crate of lunch boxes in 
the hallway. Suddenly, I saw one of the lunch boxes move! 

“Lunchboxes can’t move! They aren’t alive! It must 
be Steve!” I thought to myself. 

I carefully moved the lunchboxes aside one at a 
time. At the bottom of the crate, I spotted Steve. I 
scooped Steve up and brought him to the classroom. 
Mrs. Young and my classmates were overjoyed that 
Steve was safe. We gingerly placed Steve back in his 
cage. I secured the lid. From now on, any kids who took 
care of Steve would be sure that the lid was secure on 
his cage. 



1. What are two details from the illustrations and story that help you understand what 
Rose is like?

Detail 1: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Detail 2: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

2. What do the illustrations and text tell you about the setting of this story? (Choose all 
that apply.)

a. This story takes place at school. 
b. This story takes place in the past. 
c. This story takes place in the present. 
d. This story takes place in a second grade classroom. 

3. Which sentence(s) from the story tells a detail that is shown in the first illustration?

a. It was my turn to clean Steve’s cage.
b. I immediately let my teacher Mrs. Young know that Steve was missing.
c. We feed him every day, clean his cage, and take him out for exercise.
d. Suddenly, my heart skipped a beat. Steve was missing! He was not in his 

cage!

Answer the following questions. Underline the text evidence in the color shown. 

Text & Illustrations
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4. How does the main character react when she discovers that Steve is missing? Use details 
from the text and illustrations to support your answer.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

5. Which sentence from the story best supports the second illustration?

a. I saw my friend Abby crying on the floor.
b. I went out in the hallway to check for Steve.
c. “I saw a turtle and tried to grab it. I fell down and hurt my leg,” Abby 

wailed.
d. I checked under the desk, but there was no Steve. I looked in the coat 

closet, but I only saw jackets and bags.

6. Which sentence from the story best supports the third illustration?

a. I scooped Steve up and brought him to the classroom.
b. Abby pointed toward the crate of lunch boxes in the hallway.
c. From now on, any kids who took care of Steve would be sure that the lid 

was secure on his cage.
d. “Lunchboxes can’t move! They aren’t alive! It must be Steve!” I thought 

to myself.

7. What is the mood of this story? Use details from the story and illustrations to support 
your answer. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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Terms of Use

Thank you for trusting MagiCore. Our mission is to create resources that support teachers and 
promote student success. Please note that this resource is licensed for use by a single teacher in a 

classroom setting. If you need to use this resource with more than one teacher and/or across multiple 
classrooms, additional licenses are available at a discount. You can purchase additional licenses by 

visiting your TPT “Purchases” page and then selecting “Download Additional Licenses” or by contacting 
me at julie@magicorelearning.com.

How Can I Use This Resource?

• Use this resource personally or with your own children.
• Use this resource in your own classroom with your 

students.
• Provide this resource to your students to use at your 

instruction.
• Print and/or copy for use in your own classroom.
• Provide printed pages to a substitute teacher with the 

sole purpose of instructing your students.
• Share with your students via a secure document portal 

or electronic learning platform that requires individual 
user verification and limits access to only the students 
in your own classroom (e.g. Google Classroom).

• Review this resource with others with the sole purpose 
of recommending it to others for purchase, provided 
you share one of the links below:

© Copyright 2017, 2022. All rights reserved. The unlicensed reproduction or distribution of this product is strictly prohibited. Permission is 
granted to the original purchaser or licensee to make copies to use with students and/or to assign to students digitally providing it is only 

available to students assigned directly to the purchaser. Placing this product in any manner that makes it accessible to the general public is 
strictly forbidden. Commercial use, including but not limited to online or in person classes, is prohibited. Contact julie@magicorelearning.com 
for commercial licensing information. Sharing without permission or hosting online in a public manner is a violation of the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DMCA). These terms may be updated at any time. You can see the most up to date Terms of Use at 
https://magicorelearning.com/terms-of-use.

• Share with others to use personally.
• Share with others to use in another 

classroom. 
• Print or copy any page(s) and distribute 

them to other teachers or other 
classrooms.

• Publish or host online in a manner where 
any of the material is accessible to 
anyone who is not a student in your own 
classroom., including but not limited to 
personal, classroom, or district websites 
that are accessible to the general public. 

• Use this resource commercially (e.g. 
Outschool).

• Publish, sell, or otherwise distribute this 
product to anyone in manner inconsistent 
with these terms of use. https://magicorelearning.com/  
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